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Go to www.lexisnexis.com/OfficeUpgrade to get your free Lexis for Microsoft Office v5.3 upgrade. 

Your insight keeps leading to success.†

Thanks for your ongoing feedback and support.

*Separate subscription to Lexis Practice Advisor or Lexis Market Tracker required.

†The National Law Journal® readers voted in approximately 70 categories for the best providers of services, products or education to U.S. law firms. Winners were ranked by pure popularity among peers—the choice 
with the most votes won. New York Law Journal® readers voted in approximately 85 categories and chose Lexis for Microsoft Office as best Table of Authority software provider for two years in a row. The Reader 
Rankings are not a scientific survey or an editorial analysis. The program is administered by the sales and marketing teams at ALM®. TechnoLawyer® reported on nearly 200 new products in TL NewsWire during 
2014. When TL subscribers clicked to visit a product’s website and learn more, this action counted as a vote for that product. These clicks were tallied to create the top products list.
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Lexis® for Microsoft Office® helps you dramatically reduce the time needed to draft, review, proofread 
and respond to legal and business documents. With the latest enhancements, you can draft and proofread 
case and deal documents even faster—with greater precision and insight.

1. Enhanced! Table of Authorities feature: Use options for centering your Table of Authorities and moving entries within a

   category to customize based on your firm’s style.  

2. New! Lexis Practice Advisor® integration: Find comprehensive guidance grounded in the real-world experience of expert 

   practitioners. This resource for transactional practice areas takes you from the beginning to the end of a matter with 

   overviews, practice notes, case law, statutes and much more.*

3. New! Lexis Practice Advisor Forms: Easily access forms that provide a strong starting point for drafting the legal or 

   business documents you need—edited by leading practitioners to give you greater insight.*

4. New! Lexis® Market Tracker: With real-time access to the latest M&A and credit transactions, you can search, compare 

   and analyze similar deals, terms and clauses. Use this insight to draft deal documents with efficiency and confidence.*

5. Enhanced! Lexis Advance® Work Folder integration: Save more than just research content in Lexis Advance. Easily save 

   your .docx Word files in Lexis Advance Work Folders for retrieval during drafting and collaboration with colleagues.

6. New! LexisNexis Update Manager: If you choose this option when you install, Lexis for Microsoft Office will proactively

   notify you with a pop-up in the lower-right area of your screen when an upgrade is available.


